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Who are we?
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A highly qualified global team of Naval Architects, Marine 
Engineers and Project Managers motivated to create and 
supply tailored, innovative and sustainable solutions. 

Operating on a global scale providing support to some of 
the world’s leading ship owners and major energy 
companies. 

A wholly owned subsidiary of Northern Marine Group, and 
in turn part of Stena AB, one of Sweden’s largest privately 
owned companies. 
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Our Services
• Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering

• Vessel Concept Design – Investment in innovation

• Jettyless LNG Terminal Solutions

• Small-scale LNG vessel solutions – LNG Bunker ships, LNG ISO 

Carrier

• Digital Engineering – Virtual Reality Design

• Shipbuilding Supervision / Project Management

• Future planning – IMO 2030/2050 - vessel, fuel and propulsion 

concepts

05/07/2022



Tritec Marine
Design, Project and Technical Support for the marine and offshore industries

Our highly skilled team of dedicated Naval Architects, Marine 
Engineers and Project Managers offer a comprehensive portfolio 
of consultancy services to the shipping, oil and gas, and marine 
renewables industries.

Using industry-approved and internally-developed software 
solutions, we optimize vessel and asset management systems. Our 
services ensure maximum operational efficiency is always achieved.
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Tritec Marine
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Naval Architecture & Marine Engineering

Tritec Marine’s engineering services are underpinned by 
comprehensive numerical modelling and state-of-the-art CAD 
packages. Clients include organisations in the shipping, 
offshore and marine renewables industries.

Exhaust Gas Cleaning Solutions

In collaboration with our partner Bluesoul, we offer tailored 
and cost-effective exhaust gas cleaning system solutions 
fulfilling IMO 2020 obligations. 



Tritec Marine
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Shipbuilding Supervision

Offering a complete package of newbuild management 
services for marine and offshore assets, we ensure a quality 
delivery into service within budget and on schedule. 

This includes Construction Supervision, FEED and Design 
Approval, Project Execution Planning and Project Support. 

Concept Design
At the early stage of design our clients benefit from our in-
house industry-leading specialists. We elevate concept 
design to a basic design package which can be submitted for 
shipyard tender and class approval. 



Leveraging the extensive “know-how” across Tritec Marine and the wider Stena group, we have developed 
innovative solutions to facilitate the growing demand for more sustainable, agile and cost-efficient energy 
transportation. 
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Small Scale LNG
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Energy Express
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• A dedicated gas ISO container vessel

• Multi-gas capacities, with capability to transport LNG, CNG, LPG, 
LH2 

• Using the Gas Interface Module the vessel can load LNG ISO 
containers via the manifold, meaning the terminal does not 
require break bulk ISO loading facility

• The vessel is fitted with an ISO container handling crane, 
meaning no port-specific infrastructure is needed

• The design is based on a conventional container vessel with gas 
capabilities. The design is scalable, woth case studies achieved 
from 3,000 cbm of LNG up to 30,000 cbm.

• A shallow draft design (less than 4m) with dual fuel propulsion. 

• Design reviewed by Class with approval in principle (AiP) scope

Small Scale LNG
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SAFE Bunker
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• Designed as a dedicated versatile bunker vessel, not a 
conventional vessel that can do bunkering operations

• Offset side accommodation eliminates potential for impacting 
the receiving vessel

• Double ended configuration allows for port and Starboard 
loading and faster manoeuvring

• Dynamic positioning allows bunker vessel to 
stand clear of the receiving vessel. No 
mooring / fenders / hull contact required. 

• Fitted with the latest safety systems for
bunkering operations

• Approval in principle issued by ABS

Small Scale LNG
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GasMax
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• A gas carrier with innovative design and arrangement

• Maximizing cargo intake within a given hull shape

• GasMAX aims to maximise the layout efficiency to reduce the 
cost per cubic meter of storage

• Approval in principle issued by BV in March 2019

Small Scale LNG



At Stena we believe Gas should always travel first class. Our Jettyless LNG to Power Technology embraces that ethos, facilitating 
safe and reliable import / export LNG Transfer as well as Regasification and Power delivery.

Our relocatable terminals offer flexible, cost-efficient solutions without the requirement for expensive permanent jetty 
infrastructure. In comparison with traditional LNG Transfer / Regasification / Power technology, each solution provides reduced 
capital and operational expenditure, reduced scheduling and minimum environmental impact.
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Terminals and Power Solutions



Jettyless Floating Terminal
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The Jettyless Floating Terminal (JFT) meets the industry's 
demand for lower cost and more flexible LNG import and export 
transfer solutions.

The JFT unit contains all the required equipment, systems and 
safety features normally installed on a jetty, making the JFT 
fully autonomous. It can be adapted for all LNG carriers from 
small distribution / bunker vessels to the largest existing LNG 
carriers. 

Designed to cope with wave conditions, the semi-submersible 
unit ensures high operational regularity, and requires low 
operational expenditure, as no propulsion, additional large 
machinery or manpower between loading operations is 
required.

Self-propelled with hose-handling crane in-built, the JFT can 
operate both connected to shore and connected to an offshore 
installation (FSU or similar).

Terminals and Power Solutions



Self-installing Regas Platform
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The Self-installing Regas Platform (SRP) offers a more cost 
effective, flexible and robust LNG regasification solution, capable 
of meeting increasing demand for small, mid and conventional 
size LNG receiving terminals.

The SRP solution utilises robust jack-up platform technology 
combined with an industry proven and trusted LNG 
regasification system. With the legs rooted to the seabed and 
the platform situated well above the waterline, the SRP is not 
exposed to wave loads and motions as is common with 
traditional LNG regasification barges and FSRU’s. This ensures 
optimum regasification and gas delivery regularity.

The SRP also provides additional flexibility as the SRP deck is 
scalable, offering larger deck space normally available in a 
traditional FSRU conversion.

When coupled with the JFT and FSU, this unique proprietary 
technology enables a fully Jetty-Less LNG terminal solution that 
provides unmatched advantages and cost benefits compared to 
other traditional LNG terminal solutions.

Terminals and Power Solutions



Self-installing Power Plant
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Our highly-efficient Self-installing Power Plant (SPP) offers safe 
and cost-effective offshore power generation, meeting a variety 
of market requirements.

In comparison to conventional land-based equivalent power 
plants, the SPP offers mobility, minimised capital expenditure, as 
well as short construction lead times.

Providing temporary or permanent power to remote areas, 
shoreline industrial hubs, the SPP platform is situated well above 
the waterline, unexposed to wave loads and motions.

The solution is adaptable depending on the required power. A 
typical SPP may have a power generation capacity of 200-500 
MW utilising highly efficient combined cycle gas turbines.

Smaller standardized power platforms can also be provided with 
typical output options of 150 MW, 100 MW, 75 MW or 50 MW.

Terminals and Power Solutions



Integrated Power Barge
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The Integrated Power Barge (IPB) incorporates LNG receiving, storage, 
regasification and LNG and gas distribution, coupled with competitive and 
flexible power generation.

The relocatable solution offers integrated LNG terminal functions and is 
suitable for small scale LNG logistics.

The IPB can cater for power generation requirement from 100MW with 
mid-merit and load-following up to larger baseload demand.

The critical mass of the power generation enables the utilisation of natural 
gas in the form of LNG in locations where such is not readily available. The 
prime use of the solution's power generation capacity is to open up local 
markets for the wider distribution and utilisation of LNG and natural 
gas, making such economically and practically viable and reducing costs and 
emissions.

The IPB is compatible with storage expansion (FSU) and adjacent regas
expansion, enabling incremental modular development, in-line with Stena’s 
building block philosophy.

Terminals and Power Solutions
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• In volatile and highly competitive markets traditional and 
piecemeal solutions are no longer sufficient.

• We maintain a Can-do attitude towards modern challenges and 
prioritise direct interaction with the Client.

• Thinking holistically and outside-the-box is key to creating 
solutions with measurable and sustainable financial benefit.

• We offer value for money by doing things once.

1
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Our culture
“If you always do what you’ve always done, you will 
always get what you’ve always got.”



Challenge assumptions 

Leave the 
comfort zone

See things from a 
different angle

Our culture
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Our Process
From concept to delivery and beyond

Scope definition; 
concept development; 
feasibility studies

Design and 
engineering

Plan approval
and FATs

Site supervision 
and delivery

Operation and
through-life support

New building 
specification and 
shipyard selection
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Marine and offshore structures

• Structural design and assessment
- Repairs, conversions, upgrades
- Life extension
- Ship mobilisation
- Lifting
- Structural verification
- New build plan approval
- Bespoke structural design and arrangements

• Liaison with Classification Societies for drawings approval

• Life extension

20
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Hydrodynamics & mooring systems

• Mooring System Design & Analysis

• Motion Analysis

• Wave / Wind / Current Loads

• Ship Resistance & Propulsion Assessment

• DP Power Requirements

• Energy Saving Device (ESD) Evaluation

• Manoeuvring Assessment

• Ship Hull Optimisation

• Towing Tank Verifications for Existing & New Build
Vessels (Plan Approval)

21
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Stability of floating assets

• Stability assessment
- Intact and damage survivability
- Probabilistic and deterministic assessment
- Stability approval for new buildings (plan approval)
- Stability information documents
- Inclining experiments, lightweight / deadweight 

surveys

• Change of flag requirements

• Regulatory impact assessment

• Impact assessment of major modifications

• Compliance with specific national, regional and 
international regulations

• Liaison with authorities for statutory approval
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Marine systems
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• Ballast Water Management Systems (BWMS)
– installation and retrofitting

• Scrubbers installation and retrofitting

• Scoping and specification development

• Feasibility assessments

• Power Balance assessment

• Onboard surveys

• Plan approval of onboard machinery and 
equipment

• Liaison with Classification society

• Liaison with machinery and equipment vendors

• Risk assessment of major modifications
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Ship design
• Requirements gathering

• Specification development and review

• Concept design and general arrangement

• Basic design development

• Design review

• Plan approval (on behalf of the owner)

• Received Approval In Principle (AiP) for three concept 
designs to-date.
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CAD Services
• 2D / 3D modelling

• Technical drawings

- Structural arrangements and details

- P&IDs

- General arrangements

- Story boards
• All technical drawings are suitable for Classification

Society / Statutory authorities approval and for 
fabrication

• Spatial arrangement and clash detection
• Onboard measurement surveys
• Cloud scan and conversion to native CAD formats
• Immersive VR modelling and applications for design,

conversions and crew training
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New buildings and conversions

• Shipyard selection / shipyard audits
• Broker liaison
• Contract negotiation

• Sourcing, project management & project support for site teams & surveyors

Track record

Client No. of 
Vessels

Type of Vessels

Cotemar S.A. 2 Semi-submersible accommodation rigs
Navigator Gas 13 LPG / LEG carriers
Oman Shipping Management 1 LNG carrier
Odebrecht Oil & Gas 2 Pipe-lay support vessels
Dockwise B.V. 2 Heavy lift vessels
CV Shipping 4 VLCC
Gulf Marine Management 21 VLPG (3x), VLCC (16x), Cape size bulk carriers (2x)
Toll Group 2 Ro-Ro vessels
TIPCO 1 Bitumen carrier
GasFin 2 Floating regasification barge and FSU
Stena Bulk 2 Retrofitting of reliquefaction equipment
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Marine & offshore new building projects

Vessel type: 1x Semi-Submersible Heavy Lift Vessel (‘Type 0’ Project)

Shipyard: Hyundai Heavy Industries, Offshore Division

Location: Ulsan, Rep. of Korea

Construction Period: 09/2010 – 02/2013

Scope of Work: Plan Approvals & Site Supervision

Vessel type: 2 x Pipe-Lay Support Vessels

Shipyard: Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering

Location: Geoje Island, Rep. of Korea 

Construction Period: Since 05/2012 Scope of

Work: Manpower Provision

Vessel type: 1x Semi-Submersible Heavy Lift Vessel (‘Type 0’ Project)

Shipyard: GSI, China

Location: Ulsan, Rep. of Korea

Construction Period: 09/2010 – 02/2013

Scope of Work: Plan Approvals & Site Supervision

Odebrecht Oil & Gas

Dockwise B.V

Dockwise B.V

Vessel type: 13 x 21, 22 & 35,000 m3 LPG / LEG Carriers

Shipyard: Jiangnan Shipbuilding Corporation 

Location: Shanghai, P.R. China 

Construction Period: 03/2013 – 09/2015

Scope of Work: Plan Approvals & Site Supervision

Vessel type: 2 x Semi-Submersible Accommodation Vessels

Shipyard: COSCO Shipyard Group 

Location: Nantong / Qidong, P.R. China 

Construction Period: 09/2012 – 08/2015

Scope of Work: Plan Approval, Site Supervision & UK HSE Safety Case.

Vessel type: 1 x 162 000 m3 LNG Carrier 

Shipyard: Hyundai Heavy Industries 

Location: Ulsan, Rep. of Korea 

Construction Period: 07/2012 – 08/2014

Scope of Work: Plan Approvals & Site Supervision

Cotemar S.A. de C.V

Navigator Gas

Oman Ship Management Company (OSMC)
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Marine & offshore new building projects

Vessel type: 3 x VLPG, 16 x VLCC and 2 Cape size bulk carriers

Shipyard: DSME

Location: Geoje Island, South Korea

Construction Period: 011/2005 – 03/2011

Scope of Work: Plan Approvals & Site Supervision

Vessel type: 4 x 320 000 ton VLCCs

Shipyard: Bohai Shipbuilding Heavy Industry Corporation

Location: Huludao, P.R. China

Construction Period: 03/2011 – 03/2015

Scope of Work: Plan Approvals & Site Supervision

Vessel type: 22 & 38,000 m3 LPG Carriers

Shipyard: Hyundai Mipo

Location: Ulsan, South Korea

Construction Period: 11/2015 – 07/2017

Scope of Work: Plan Approvals & Site Supervision

CV Shipping

Gulf Marine Management

Navigator Gas

Vessel type: 2x 700 TEU RoRo vessels 

Shipyard: Jinling Shipbuilding 

Location: Jinling, PR China

Construction Period: 05/20017 – 011/2018 
Scope of Work: Shipyard Selection, Contract Negotiation, Plan
Approvals & Site Supervision

Vessel type: 1 x 12,000 dwt Asphalt tanker

Shipyard: Hyundai Mipo

Location: Ulsan, South Korea

Construction Period: 01/2016 – 03/2017

Scope of Work: Plan Approvals & Site Supervision

Vessel type: 28,000 Floating Regas Barge 

Shipyard: Jiangnan Shipbuilding Corporation 

Location: Shanghai, PR China 

Construction Period: 10/2018 – 01/2020

Scope of Work: Plan Approvals & Site Supervision

Tipco

Toll Shipping

GasFin
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Project management
• Proactive and methodical approach toward project management.

• Tritec Marine is a corporate member of the Association of Project Management.

• Many of our key personnel are trained and qualified to APMP (practitioner level).

• All major projects are managed in line with APM and ISO 21500 providing a full 
management and execution plan.

• Project Support Office (PSO): A dedicated team tasked to offer (i) administrative support to
all engineering and consultancy operations, and (ii) document control.

29
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Why use Tritec Marine?

• Over 40 years in business supporting the shipping, offshore, and 

marine renewables industries.

• Holistic service from first decision to investment through to asset

delivery into management.

• Highly experienced and capable engineering team with extensive 

new building track record.

• Professional project management organisation.

• Financially stable business with strong backing (Stena AB ownership) and 

specialised experience in marine, oil & gas, and marine renewables assets.
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www.tritec-marine.com

Thank you

http://www.tritec-marine.com/
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